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Dru Metro 80X Eco Wave
DRU Metro gas fires. State of the art design with a myriad of possibilities.
DRU Metro is the original template for contemporary hole-in-the-wall gas fires. Originally launched in a
classic 1 metre wide letterbox shape, with a realistic log display and generous flames, the Metro concept
has now been developed further to include extra tall, extra wide, 2 sided, 3 sided, and see-through tunnel
models.
All this has been achieved without compromising the original DRU high standards of style, form, function
and fireplace technology.
The DRU Metro 80XT balanced flue gas fire is the smallest model in the popular Metro range. With a width
of 80 cms, it is the ideal Metro fire to fit the Class 1 UK chimneybreast.
It has a unique burner, which spreads the fire across the entire width and depth of the fire bed, while the
extra tall glass window provides a much higher flame picture than that of ordinary gas fires.
The Metro 80XT can either have a traditional log fire display or a fire bed of white Carrara pebbles. Its has
a generous heat output of 5.1kW, making it ideal for the average living room, or as additional heating in the
well-insulated modern home.
The interior of the Metro 80XT offers a choice of smooth black or Ceraglass finishes, for extra depth of
flame picture. The fire is an impressive 84% efficient, so as well as being simple to install, it is also one of
the mose economical gas fires in the DRU collection.
Specifications
Height: 870
Width: 986
Depth: 434
Fuel: Gas
Output: 3kw - 5kw
Efficency: 85
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